
GLEN ALLEN, VA – April 8, 2021
Decisiv, Inc., the industry leader in Service Relationship Management (SRM) solutions, announced today 
their SRM Connect system now incorporates new Asset APIs that extend connectivity, enabling fleets to 
automate the generation of service requests and manage external service events using their internal 
fleet management tools and applications.

“With our new Asset APIs, fleets no longer have to suffer from portal overload from all their providers, or 
have their managers work in multiple applications to manage service events,” said Ronnie Shaw, Senior 
Director of Products at Decisiv. “The APIs provide the ability to automate the management of assets, 
service locations and the service request process for inspections, preventive maintenance, warranty 
work and repairs, including locating and identifying preferred service locations based on vehicle 
routing. This extended service management connectivity is a unique capability that only Decisiv can 
offer as part of our ongoing effort to further streamline the management of commercial assets.”

Decisiv Asset APIs allow companies to define and tailor workflows for managing service operations in 
three main areas associated with fleet service event management, including:

Through seamless integration with Fleet Management Systems, Decisiv Asset APIs enable the entire 
organization to more effectively manage and control their service management processes and 
accelerate the completion of service events. Fleets can now digitally communicate their specific service 
specifications by type of repair. These expanded SRM Connect capabilities further improve a fleet’s 
ability to track, manage and analyze asset performance and costs

Managing individual assets in a fleet by adding and removing vehicles and updating information

Managing asset grouping by creating new depots and updating information

Managing service by searching lists of preferred locations, sending requests to service providers 
and receiving notifications

Decisiv Asset APIs Extend Connectivity for Fleet Service Management

Newest SRM platform capabilities automate the management of assets and 
external service events using existing fleet tools and applications
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About Decisiv, Inc.
Virginia-based Decisiv is the provider of the largest asset service management ecosystem for the commercial 
vehicle industry. The Decisiv SRM platform is the foundation for the nearly 5,000 service locations across North 
America that manage more than 3.5 million service and repair events for commercial vehicles annually. Through 
Decisiv’s SRM platform, dealers, service providers, manufacturers, and fleet and asset managers can communicate 
and collaborate during every service event.

The SRM solution streamlines the entire asset service management process bringing all the necessary diagnostic, 
telematics and asset information together for all participants, and delivers it at the point of service. This level of 
connectivity and collaboration drives an unrivaled level of service performance and asset optimization that gets 
trucks back on the road faster so fleets see higher revenue per asset and lower costs. Service providers using SRM 
establish efficient communication, better controls, and increased productivity in service operations that enables 
them to become trusted partners to fleets. For manufacturers, SRM enhances the value of service networks and 
provides data and analytics to help develop more reliable and efficient commercial assets.
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